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KJC Secure Vaulting
The
popular
KJC
bullion
storage
service
(KJC Secure Vaulting) is a premium, fully allocated and
specific product storage solution allowing you, for example,
to select any specific product (date, brand, design etc. of
your choice) for storage.

Premium storage solution
Fully allocated
Full replacement value insurance
World’s leading security company (G4S)
PPSA protection
Optional sealed and tagged storage
containers – great for SMSF
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All bullion stored in the KJC Secure Vaulting system is
insured at full replacement value for total peace of mind
and stored (by special arrangement between KJC and
G4S) in the Sydney vaulting facilities of G4S.
G4S (LBMA members) are one of the world’s leading
integrated security companies, specialising in the provision
of security products, services and solutions. They are
also one of the world’s largest private employers with
over 611,000 employees and one of only seven official
custodians offering vaulting services to the London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA).
KJC have integrated this new storage solution (KJC Secure
Vaulting) to be available for nearly every single bullion
product on offer on the kjcbullion.com.au website. Simply
select the products you wish to order as normal, then on
the final stages in the checkout select the storage option.
Alternatively, clients can also choose to place items into
storage when purchasing at the KJC retail counter or by
phone and may also choose to enter the KJC Secure
Vaulting system at a later stage at the client’s discretion
with items either purchased directly or indirectly from KJC.
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Why store your precious metals with KJC?
PPSA protection

Did you know, that under Australian law, if for instance
a storage company goes into liquidation and receivers
are appointed, the receivers have the right to take all the
goods held by the storage company regardless of whom
they belong to? That means, unless the storage company
has PPSA protection, if they went into receivership whilst
your precious metals were stored with them, then your
precious metals could be taken by the receivers and you
would potentially lose ownership of your precious metals!!
KJC, has organised through our legal representation,
PPSA protection with G4S, so no matter what happens
with G4S in the future, your holdings held at G4S are safe
and secure.
Please note, we do not believe any other storage
companies in Australia have covered this gap in the law,
which puts storage client’s holdings at great risk.

Onus of proof

The KJC storage with G4S, is fully audited and controlled
by a third party G4S and therefore in case of any claim,
the holdings are fully documented not only by KJC, but
also G4S. However, if you place your precious metals,
for instance, in an independent storage/vaulting company,
there is no third party or audit etc. so to speak, and the
onus of proof as to what’s actually in your box/safe at the
storage company in the case of a claim would be totally
on you.

Four Reasons to Choose KJC

There have been several instances recently, one in
London, where storage facilities have been penetrated
and the clients with goods in this facility could
not accurately prove what they had in storage,
these clients were refused insurance to replace
their valuables. Remember, if you are storing your
precious metals independently without 3rd party
auditing and assurances, how do you ever prove
what you put in there to start with and how do you
ever prove 100% that each time you go there to
check you have not removed the contents?
The KJC storage, at G4S takes away the onus
of proof so you can sleep soundly knowing your
precious metals are fully accounted for, ensuring
you will never have a hassle in getting full
replacement of your holding in the case of a loss.

Able to be transported immediately
to major hubs around the world

No matter where you are in the world, your precious
metals stored with KJC at G4S
(a leading global security transport and logistics
company) are able to be transported to all major
hubs across the globe virtually immediately, giving
you the ultimate in portability. This is a huge
advantage in today’s marketplace.

Able to be sold and liquidated
at a moment’s notice

Because the precious metal is being held with KJC at
G4S selling is simple and immediate, all you have to do
is instruct us, no transport required, no security risk and
payment back in your account quick and easy.

Rates
The KJC Storage rates (GST inclusive) are calculated on
a fixed sliding scale per annum (pa) percentage of the
current value of your holdings (see table below). Storage
values are allocated to all products on each individual
account at the end of each quarter on a financial year basis
(July 1st to June 30th) thus September (Q1), December
(Q2), March (Q3) and June (Q4) at which time clients will
receive their quarterly KJC storage bill. The KJC quarterly
storage charges are totally non-refundable or adjustable
where any items are removed and/or sold prior to the end
of the current fiscal quarter.
To ensure fairness, for new clients entering the KJC Secure
Vaulting system, their 1st quarter bill will be prorated to
the current month. For example, a new client entering
the KJC Secure Vaulting system on November the 20th
would be billed storage for the month of November and
December only in the December (Q2) quarter. New clients
will be invoiced at time of purchase/inlay of storage.
Please note, for both billing, auditing and all other purposes
each separate person and/or entity will be considered a
totally separate storage account and this is irrespective
of whether any individual and/or entities maybe related
in any way. Also, a $250 early exit fee will apply to any
storage account cancelled (where all items are removed
but not sold to KJC) if the storage account has not been
running for a minimum of a 12-month period from date of
entry.
Please also note, that a minimum full quarterly storage
account charge of $62.50 (or $20.83 per month if prorated)
applies per storage account. For example, Mr. Smith has
10 by 1oz gold Elemetal bars in storage with KJC, which
on the last day of the September calendar month, are
valued at $1650 each thus the total account value for the
September quarter (Q1) would be $16,500 and therefore
the storage charge for the September quarter (Q1) would
be 0.75% of $16500 = $123.75 divided by 4 which is
$30.93, however, as this is under the minimum charge
of $62.50 per quarter his September (Q1) quarter KJC
storage bill would automatically revert to $62.50.

Storage Rates Per Annum
(GST Inclusive)

Gold, Platinum, Palladium & Rhodium
$0 to $1 million - 0.75% pa
$1 million to $5 million - 0.65% pa
$5 million plus - 0.55% pa
Silver
$0 to $100,000 - 1.5% pa
$100,000 to $5 million - 1% pa
$5 million plus - 0.95% pa
*Please note a minimum charge of $62.50 per full quarter
applies per storage account

Special Services
Collection of storage items
from the KJC retail store

Clients who have had KJC storage accounts open for
over a 12-month period that wish to remove all their items
from storage and collect them can do so free of charge
at the KJC Sydney CBD retail store, however, 30 days
written notice must be given and storage releases are
only available coinciding with the KJC Secure Vaulting
billing cycles, thus, at the end of each quarter on a
financial year basis (July 1st to June 30th), therefore,
September (Q1), December (Q2), March (Q3) and June
(Q4). Please note, a “dedicated express release” is
available for those clients who need their storage items
removed immediately, however, a special service charge
will apply, please see below for details.
Please note, clients that have chosen to have their storage
items placed into an official tagged and sealed G4S box
and/or bag must remove the contents of a whole box and/
or bag in its entirety.

Shipping of storage items

Clients who have had KJC storage accounts open for
over a 12-month period that wish to remove items from
storage and have them shipped will not incur any extra
charges other than our usual standard postage and
insurance rates (see the KJC website for details and/or
ask for a quote), however, 30 days written notice must be
given and storage releases are only available coinciding
with the KJC Secure Vaulting billing cycles, thus, at the
end of each quarter on a financial year basis (July 1st to
June 30th), therefore, September (Q1), December (Q2),
March (Q3) and June (Q4). A “dedicated express release”
is available for those clients who need their storage items
removed immediately, however, a special service charge
will apply, please see below for details.
Please note, clients that have chosen to have their storage
items placed into an official tagged and sealed G4S box
and/or bag must remove the contents of a whole box and/
or bag in its entirety.

Dedicated express release

Clients that wish to have their items released from storage
and want to have them collected and/or shipped urgently
out of G4S will require a special dedicated G4S release
in which case a special service fee $275 (GST inclusive)
will apply. Please note the $275 fee is for a maximum
of 200 kilos of nett precious metals weight after which
additional charges will apply.

Sale of items in storage

All sales of storage items are free of any fees and charges
and our usual buyback rates of the day will apply.
Please note, clients that have chosen to have their
storage items placed into an official tagged and sealed
G4S box and/or bag must sell the contents of a whole
box and/or bag in its entirety.

Movement of storage items

Whilst the KJC storage is primarily held at the G4S
facilities there may be times when the goods are pending
delivery from one of our worldwide suppliers and/or held
at the KJC facilities awaiting to be scheduled in with one
of the quarterly KJC deliveries in and out of the G4S
storage facilities.

Non-Direct from KJC

KJC will happily accept items into the KJC Secure Vaulting
system that were not bought directly for storage from the
KJC website (these orders are automatically placed into
storage by KJC at time of the purchase). These may,
for instance, be items previously bought from KJC that
clients have taken physical possession of and are stored
elsewhere, that the clients now wish to place into the KJC
Secure Vaulting system and/or even items that clients
may have purchased elsewhere or had possession of for
many years etc., that they now wish to place into the KJC
Secure Vaulting system.
Please note, all the standard terms and conditions apply
and the market value for the bullion for the current quarter
of entry will be determined by the price of the metal on
the day of entry into the KJC Secure Vaulting system.

Special Service Fees & Charges
(GST Inclusive)

* Express dedicated release (Up to 200 kilos in weight).
$275 per release.
* Early exit fee-applicable to cancelled storage accounts
(where all items are removed but not sold to KJC) if the
storage account has not been operating a minimum of 12
months from time of entry.
$250 per account.

Optional G4S Official Sealed
and Tagged Storage Containers
great for SMSF
We offer two, optional and unique, G4S sealed and tagged solutions for long term secure
and fully segregated storage. Each serial numbered box and/or bag takes up to 15 kilos or 500oz in nett
precious metal content and is ideal for clients such as self-managed superfunds, large corporates and/or
large private investors who require fully segregated storage with full audit capability.

G4S Sealed Blue Hard Plastic Box $50each
Measuring (W) 25cm x (L) 13cm x (H) 10cm and made of heavy duty plastic,
these boxes with official G4S logos have a slide lid and are able to be sealed
with an ultimate metal wire serial numbered tag.
The only way to ever open this is to use bolt cutters which gives the
assurance that your exact same items placed into the box will come back to
you if you ever wish to retrieve your items from KJC storage.
Clients are able to come into the KJC store and personally place their items
into the G4S blue box and then seal it with the metal serial numbered tag
and record the seal number. KJC will then have the box placed into the G4S
storage facilities and the seal number will be recorded by both KJC and G4S
and KJC will then specially allocate this sealed box to the client’s name and/
or entity for auditing purposes.
For storage clients, who are unable to physically come into the KJC retail
store (eg country, interstate and overseas based clientele), KJC will do this
on your behalf and we can provide copies of photographs and videos of the
actual products and process as they are placed into the G4S blue box and
subsequently sealed.
These boxes are ideal for large gold purchases e.g. they will fit 15x kilo gold
bars and also 50x 10oz, 30x 500g or 60x 250g which would add up to the
total nett weight of 15 kilos per box. Silver likewise works well for 15x kilo
bars or 5x 100oz bars.
Alternatively, you can mix and match the precious metals you would like to
include as long as it fits in the container (if unsure please check with KJC
first) and weighs no more than 15 kilos or 500oz in nett precious metal
content.

G4S Sealed Hessian Bag $27.50each
These strong hessian bags with official G4S logos are specially made to
carry and/or store precious metals and they are able to be sealed with a
serial numbered hard plastic seal.
Ideal for larger bullion items like monster boxes of silver coins or large
quantities of gold coins and/or smaller gold bars, each bag takes up to a
maximum of 15 kilos or 500oz in nett precious metal content.
Clients are able to come into the KJC store and personally place their
items into the G4S hessian bag and then seal it with the hard plastic serial
numbered seal and record the seal number. KJC will then have the hessian
bag placed into the G4S storage facilities and the seal number will be
recorded by both KJC and G4S, and KJC will then specifically allocate this
sealed hessian bag to the clients name and/or entity for auditing purposes.
For storage clients, who are unable to physically come into the KJC retail
store (eg country, interstate and overseas based clientele), KJC will do this
on your behalf and we can provide copies of photographs and videos of the
actual products and process as they are placed into the G4S hessian bag
and subsequently sealed.

